The JAXA Hayabusa-2 mission was approved in 2010 and launched on December 3, 2014. The spacecraft will arrive at the nearEarth asteroid 162173 Ryugu (1999 JU 3 ) in 2018 where it will perform a survey, land and obtain surface material, then depart in December 2019 and return to Earth in December 2020. We observed Ryugu with the Herschel Space Observatory in April 2012 at far-infrared thermal wavelengths, supported by several ground-based observations to obtain optical lightcurves. We reanalysed previously published Subaru-COMICS and AKARI-IRC observations and merged them with a Spitzer-IRS data set. In addition, we used a large set of Spitzer-IRAC observations obtained in the period January to May, 2013. The data set includes two complete rotational lightcurves and a series of ten "point-and-shoot" observations, all at 3.6 and 4.5 µm. The almost spherical shape of the target together with the insufficient lightcurve quality forced us to combine radiometric and lightcurve inversion techniques in different ways to find the object's spin-axis orientation, its shape and to improve the quality of the key physical and thermal parameters. Handling thermal data in inversion techniques remains challenging: thermal inertia, roughness or local structures influence the temperature distribution on the surface. The constraints for size, spin or thermal properties therefore heavily depend on the wavelengths of the observations. We find that the solution which best matches our data sets leads to this C class asteroid having a retrograde rotation with a spin-axis orientation of (λ = 310
Introduction
Remote observations and in-situ measurements of asteroids are considered highly complementary in nature: remote sensing shows the global picture, but transforming measured fluxes in physical quantities frequently depends upon model assumptions to describe surface properties. In-situ techniques measure physical quantities, such as size, shape, rotational properties, geometric albedo or surface details, in a more direct way. However, insitu techniques are often limited in spatial/rotational/aspect coverage (flybys) and wavelength coverage (mainly visual and near-IR wavelengths). Mission targets are therefore important objects for a comparison of properties derived from disk-integrated measurements taken before arrival at the asteroid with those produced as output of the in-situ measurements. The associated benefits are obvious: (i) the model techniques and output accuracies for remote, disk-integrated observations can be validated (e.g., Müller et al. 2014 for the Hayabusa mission target 25143 Itokawa or O' Rourke et al. 2012 for the Rosetta flyby target 21 Lutetia); (ii) the model techniques can then be applied to many similar objects which are not included in interplanetary mission studies, but easily accessible by remote observations. The pre-mission observations are also important for determining the object's thermal and physical conditions in support for the construction of the spacecraft and its instruments, and to prepare flyby, orbiting and landing scenarios.
The JAXA Hayabusa-2 mission, approved in 2010, was successfully launched on Dec. 3, 2014 . It is expected to arrive at the asteroid 162173 Ryugu in 2018, survey the asteroid for a year and a half, then land and obtain surface material, and finally depart in December 2019, returning to Earth in December 2020.
For various Hayabusa-2 planning, operational and modelling activities, it is crucial to know at least the basic characteristics of the mission target asteroid. Previous publications (Table 1) presented shape solutions close to a sphere and a rotation period of approximately 7.63 h, but a range of possible solutions for Ryugu's spin properties which were then tested against visual lightcurves and various sets of thermal data, using different thermal models and assumptions for Ryugu's surface properties:
• Hasegawa et al. (2008) assumed an equator-on observing geometry (prograde rotation) for their radiometric analysis and fitted a small set of thermal measurements (AKARI, Subaru).
• Abe et al. (2008) found (λ, β) ecl = (331.0 • , +20 • ) and (327.3
• , +34.7
• ), indicating a prograde rotation. The solutions were based on applying two different methods (epoch and amplitude methods) to the available set of visual lightcurves.
• Campins et al. (2009) were using the Abe et al. (2008) spin-axis solution, but also tested an extreme case of an equatorial retrograde geometry (λ, β) ecl = (80 • , -80 • ) against a single-epoch Spitzer-IRS spectrum.
• Müller et al. (2011a) derived three possible solutions for the spin-axis orientation based on a subset of the currently existing data, but assuming a very high (and probably un- This work includes space data from (i) Herschel, an ESA space observatory with science instruments provided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with important participation from NASA; (ii) Spitzer Space Telescope, which is operated by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology under a contract with NASA; (iii) AKARI, a JAXA project with the participation of ESA. realistic) surface roughness: (λ, β) ecl = (73
• , -62 • ), (69.6
• , -56.7
• ), and (77.1 • , -30.9 • ).
• Yu et al. (2014) reconstructed a shape model (from lowquality MPC photometric points) under the assumption of a rotation axis orientation with (73 • , -62
• ) ecl and reinterpreted previously published thermal measurements.
The radiometric studies have been performed using ground and space-based observations (Table 1 and references therein). Disk-integrated thermal observations from ground (Subaru) and space (AKARI, Spitzer) were combined with studies on reflected light (light curves, phase curves and colours). Most studies agree on the object's effective diameter of ≈900 m, a geometric V-band albedo of 6-8%, an almost spherical shape (related to its low lightcurve amplitude) with a siderial rotation period of approximately 7.63 h and a thermal inertia in the range 150 -1000 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 . A low-resolution near-IR spectrum (Pinilla-Alonso et al. 2013 ) confirmed the primitive nature of the C-type object Ryugu. Two independent studies on the rotational characterisation of the Hayabusa2 target asteroid (Lazzaro et al. 2013; Moskovitz et al. 2013) found featureless spectra with very little variation, indicating a nearly homogeneous surface. However, one key element necessary for detailed mission planning and a final radiometric analysis was still not settled: the object's spin-axis orientation.
The shape and spin properties of an asteroid are typically derived from inversion techniques ) on the basis of multi-aspect light curve observations. This procedure was previously applied to 162173 Ryugu and the results were presented by Müller et al. (2011a) . We repeated the analysis this time using the large, recently obtained set of visual lightcurves. The full data set of lightcurves includes measurements taken between July 2007 and July 2012, covering a wide range of phase and aspect angles. But the very shallow light curve amplitudes and the insufficient quality of many observations did not allow us to derive a unique solution for the object's spin-axis orientation. Wide ranges of proand retrograde orientations combined with different shape models are compatible (in the least-square sense) with the combined data set of all available lightcurves.
This forced us to combine lightcurve inversion techniques with radiometric methods in a new way to find the object's spinaxis orientation, its shape and to improve the quality of the key physical and thermal parameters of 162173 Ryugu.
In Section 2 we present new thermal observations obtained by Herschel-PACS, re-analysed and re-calibrated AKARI-IRC and ground-based Subaru observations and Spitzer-IRAC observations at 3.6 and 4.5 µm. Ground-based, multi-band visual observations are described in Section 3. In Section 4 we describe our new approach to solve for the object's properties. First, we present the search for the object's spin-axis orientation using only the thermal measurements in combination with a spherical shape model (Section 4.1). In a more sophisticated second step (Section 4.2) we use all thermal and visual-wavelength photometric data together and allow for more complex object shapes in our search for the spin axis. In Section 5 we use the best shape and spin-axis information to derive additional physical and thermal properties, and then discuss the results. We conclude in Section 6 by presenting the derived object properties and discuss our experience in combining lightcurve inversion and radiometric techniques, which is applicable to other targets and will help in defining better observing strategies.
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Thermal observations of 162173 Ryugu

Herschel PACS observations
The European Space Agency's (ESA) Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) performed observations from the 2 nd Lagrangian point (L2) at 1.5 × 10 6 km from Earth during the operational phase from 2009 to 2013. It has three science instruments on board covering the far-infrared part of the spectrum not accessible from the ground. The Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS; Poglitsch et al. 2010 ) was used to observe 162173 Ryugu as part of the "Measurements of 11 Asteroids & Comets" program (MACH-11, O'Rourke et al. 2014) . PACS observed the asteroid in early April of 2012 for approximately 1.3 h, split into two separate measurements and taken in solar-system-object tracking mode. The target at this time moved at a Herschel-centric apparent speed of 34 /h, corresponding to 19.3 movement between the mid-times of both observations. The observations were performed in the 70/160 µm filter combination to get the best possible S/N in both bands. We selected seven repetitions in each of the two scan-directions for a better characterisation of the background and therefore a more accurate object flux.
The PACS measurements were reduced and calibrated in a standard way as part of the Herschel data pipeline processing. Further processing was then performed as follows. We produced single repetition images from both scan direction measurements: scanA1...scanA7, scanB1...scanB7, not correcting for the apparent motion of the target (it is slow enough that the movement is not visible in a single 282s repetition). We then subtracted from each scanA_n image the respective, single repetition scanB_n image: diff_1 = scanA1-scanB1,...diff_7=scanA7-scanB7, producing differential ("diff") images.
At this point, we co-added the diff images in such a way that each diff image was shifted by the corresponding apparent motion, relative to the first diff image. We produced the doubledifferential image and then performed the photometry and determined the noise using the implanted source method (Kiss et al. 2014 and references therein) on the final image. It was not feasible to extract the data from the red (160 µm) image due to the strongly enhanced cirrus background at that wavelength. The final 160 µm differential image had an estimated confusion noise level of approximately 7 mJy, more than a factor of two higher than the expected source flux.
The final derived flux was aperture and colour corrected to obtain monochromatic flux densities at the PACS reference wavelengths. The colour correction value for 162173 Ryugu of 1.005 in the blue band (70 µm) is based on a thermophysical model spectral energy distribution (SED), corresponding to an approximately 250 K black-body curve (Poglitsch et al. 2010 ).
The flux calibration was verified by a set of five high-quality fiducial stars (βAnd, αCet, αTau, αBoo and γDra), which have been observed multiple times in the same PACS observing mode as our observations (Balog et al. 2014) and which led to an absolute flux accuracy of 5% for standard PACS photometer observations. Table 2 provides the Herschel observation data set, accompanying information and results.
Re-analysis of AKARI-IRC observations
The AKARI observations were included in work by Hasegawa et al. (2008) and also used by Müller et al. (2011a) and amount to a single-epoch data set from the IRC instrument with measurements at 15 and 24 µm. These measurements were reanalysed with the 2015 release of the imaging data reduction toolkit 1 (Egusa et al. 2016) . The flux calibration is described by Tanabe et al. (2008) . The new L15 flux is approximately 7% lower than the previous value in Hasegawa et al. (2008) , while the L24 flux is almost identical (Table 3) .
Re-analysis of Subaru-COMICS observations
The Ryugu observations were described in detail by Hasegawa et al. (2008) and also used by Müller et al. (2011a) . Here, we re-analysed all data with a more representative handling of the variable atmospheric conditions during the five hours (10:30 -15:30 UT) of observations on the 28th August, 2007. Using the CFHT skyprobe 2 , we found that the sky was generally stable to an accuracy of < ∼0.05 mag, but sporadically attenuated by >0.1 mag, probably caused by the passage of thin clouds. Although the skyprobe operates at optical wavelengths, it certainly affected the N-band photometry as well.
For the data reduction we followed the latest version (from Nov. 2012) of the COMICS cookbook 3 . Here we put special emphasis on the construction of time-varying sky flats, a very critical element for the final accuracy of the derived fluxes. With this new element we could recover the flux of a standard star, placed at different detector positions and observed multiple times during our campaign, on a 3% level. The monitoring of the calibration star 66 Peg (HD 220363) allowed us to establish the instrumental magnitudes at the times of the Ryugu observations. Finally, we conducted aperture photometry for the standard star and our target with different aperture sizes. Colour corrections are typically only on a 1-3% level Müller et al. 2004 ), but depend on the object's spectral energy distribution and the at- Table 2 . Herschel PACS observations of 162173 Ryugu as part of the GT1_lorourke programme executed on operational day OD 1057 under the observation identifier OBSID 1342243716 & 1342243717. The data were taken with the mini-scan map mode at a scan speed of 20 /s and scan angles, with respect to the instrument, of 70
• and 110
• , in the blue (70 µm) and red (160 µm) bands simultaneously. Note, that phase angles α are positive before, and negative after opposition. λ c is the central reference wavelength and FD is the monochromatic and colour-corrected flux density at λ c . (Cohen et al. 1999) , and uncertainties due to colour, aperture and atmosphere issues, we added a 5% error to account for the absolute flux calibration error in the various N-band filters. The updated flux densities, errors and observational circumstances are listed in Table 4 .
OD
Warm Spitzer observations in 2013
Ryugu was the target of an extensive photometric observation program (Mueller et al. 2012; in early 2013 using the Infrared Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004 ) onboard the Spitzer Space Telescope (Werner et al. 2004 ). The observations include ten "point-and-shoot" measurements consisting of short standard IRAC measurements that were spaced by several days up to a few weeks between January 20 and May 29, 2013, and two complete lightcurves, each using IRAC's channels 1 and 2 at nominal wavelengths of 3.550 µm and 4.493 µm, respectively 4 . The point-and-shoot observations were taken between 20th January and 29th May, 2013, covering a phase angle range between -54
• and -102
• . The lightcurve observations were taken on 10/11th February and 2nd May, 2013 at phase angles of -84
• and -85
• , respectively. Each lightcurve observation lasted approximately 8 hours, which is a little longer than a full rotation period of Ryugu. Observational details are given in Table  5. IRAC's channels 1 and 2 observe the sky simultaneously, with non-overlapping field of views (FOV) that are a number of arc minutes offset from one another. As in previous IRAC observations of near-Earth objects (see, e.g. Trilling et al. 2010) , we manually set up a dither pattern in which channels 1 and 2 alternate being on target (off-target frames are discarded in the data analysis). While this incurs additional overheads due to telescope slews, it enables quasi-simultaneous sampling between the two channels. The target was dithered on different parts of the FOV to minimize the impact of any pixel-to-pixel gain differences. The standard photometric measurements (point-andshoot) took approximately 10 min each. For technical reasons, each of the two lightcurve observations (lc1a/b & lc2a/b) had to be split in two separate observations Astronomical Observation Requests ("AORs" in Spitzer terminology) that were scheduled back-to-back, with a gap of ∼7.5 min between them. In the first lightcurve epoch, a 12 s frame time was used. Between the two AORs, there were 465 on-target frames per channel. The 4 The mnemonic Spitzer IRAC channel designations are 3.6 µm and 4.5 µm.
observation setup in the second lightcurve epoch was identical, except that two consecutive 6 s frames were used to avoid saturation. The Moving Object mode was used tracking at asteroid rates. Target movement during individual frames was at the subarcsecond level and hence much smaller than IRAC's pixel scale of 1.8 . Over the duration of a lightcurve, however, the target moved by tens of arc minutes, that is, several IRAC FOV widths.
The data reduction followed the method used in the ExploreNEOs program (Trilling et al. 2010) . Briefly, a mosaic of the field is constructed from the data set itself and then subtracted from the individual Basic Calibrated Data (BCD) frames to mitigate contamination from background sources. Due to the short frame times, trailing of field stars during an individual BCD can be neglected. We were therefore able to generate a high signalto-noise mosaic of the field. Aperture photometry was then performed on the background-subtracted frames. A small number of BCDs were rejected because the target was affected by bad IRAC pixels, cosmic-ray hits, or bright field stars. The measured IRAC fluxes account for the sum of sunlight reflected by the object and thermally emitted flux, integrated over the IRAC passbands. Due to the low albedo of our target combined with its low heliocentric distance, the reflected flux contribution is relatively small. We estimated that the reflectedlight contributions are approximately 2-3% at 3.55 µm (approximately 10% at 3.1 µ where the bandpass opens) and well below 1% at 4.49 µm. We did not subtract these contributions, but consider it in the radiometric analysis in our thermophysical model setup which includes thermal emission and reflected light simultaneously. To obtain monochromatic flux densities at the channel 1&2 reference wavelengths, we have to colour-correct the thermal fluxes. Here, we used model calculations of the object's SED (reflected light and thermal emission) and combined it with the publically available IRAC spectral response tables 5 . The resulting colour-correction factors weakly depend on the selected object properties. We used a 6% albedo in combination with a thermal inertia of 200 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 and obtained colour-correction factors 6 of 1.09 (channel 1) and 1.04 (channel 2), with an estimated error of approximately 2% to cover object-SED and pass-band uncertainties, as well as differences in the observing geometry. In addition to the 2% error for colour correction, we also added a 5% error to account for limitations in the absolute flux calibration of the IRAC channels, diffuse straylight, moving target issues and possible other calibration changes during the warm part of the Spitzer mission 7 , such as intrapixel sensitivity variations or warm image features. The final colour-corrected flux densities and absolute flux errors are given in Table 5 . For the two lightcurves, we averaged the observed fluxes (see Tables B.1, B.2, B.3, and B.4) over the rotation period of 7.63 h, colour-corrected the fluxes and added the calibration errors as for the point-and-shoot observations.
Additional thermal measurements
In addition, we also used Spitzer-IRS measurements. The singleepoch Spitzer-IRS spectrum was presented by Campins et al. (2009) and we used it in its calibrated full version and also in a rebinned version with 20 points over the entire wavelength range from 5.2 to 37.7 µm (see description in Müller et al. 2011a ). The absolute IRS flux accuracy is given with 5-7% which is added quadratically to the uncertainties in the reduced spectrum. Later on, in Section 5.2.1 we also use the IRS spectrum without the absolute calibration error for comparing the measured SED slopes with TPM slopes.
Ground-based visual observations of 162173
Ryugu with GROND
The Gamma-Ray burst Optical-Near-ir Detector (GROND, Greiner et al. 2008 ) is mounted on the MPI 2.2m telescope at the ESO La Silla observatory (Chile). GROND observes in four optical-(g , r , i , z ) and three near-IR (J, H, K) filters, simultaneously. The observations of 162173 Ryugu were performed in pointing mode with four dithers carried out every minute to place the source again in the centre of the 5.4 × 5.4 arcmin 2 FOV of the optical Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs).
A first short set of observations was taken on 27/28th May, 2012, for 2 × 4 min, followed by ≈ 5 hr coverage on 8th June 2012 (with a 1.5 hr gap in between) and another 3 hr the following night. Table 6 provides a list of observations taken including heliocentric distance r, observatory-centric distance ∆ and the phase angle α.
The GROND data were reduced and analysed with the standard tools and methods described in Krühler et al. (2008) . The g , r , i photometry was obtained using aperture photometry with aperture sizes corresponding to 1.5 (approximately 2× the width of the PSF) to include the complete flux of the slightly elongated source images (Ryugu was moving approximately 0.8 during the ≈35 s integration times). The z, J, H, and Kband measurements were not used for the analysis due to the substantially lower S/N.
The photometry and photometric calibration of 162173 Ryugu was achieved as follows. First, the moving target was extracted from the list of detected sources for each band and filter by its observatory-centric position. For each sequence number in each observation ID we extracted the object's magnitude and its statistical photometric error for each of the four target dither positions. We additionally extracted several reference stars which were close to the path of Ryugu and similar in brightness (or brighter). As not every star was seen throughout the night (due to the rapid movement of Ryugu of around 100 /h which required 7 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/ frequent re-pointing of the telescope), we selected several stars so that we had three to four stars at each given time. We monitored the magnitudes of these stars, calibrated against USNO (g , r , i ), in parallel to the object's magnitudes. This resulted in 1-σ accuracies of approximately 0.02 mag in the given bands. As the absolute photometric calibration of USNO is not very accurate, only the relative photometry is used in the remainder of the analysis. The results of the GROND lightcurve measurements (one value per TDP 8 , i.e. for each GROND pointing) are given in Tables C.1 and C.2 in the appendix. The magnitude errors include the photon noise (approximately 0.01-0.03 mag depending on the time of measurements during the nights) and the error from the corrections related to the multiple star measurements (typically well below 0.01 mag). There is also a flat-field error due to the varying position of Ryugu on the GROND camera (0.01 to 0.02 mag) which is difficult to quantify for an individual observation, but explains the scatter for some of the data points.
Searching for the spin-axis orientation
The standard lightcurve inversion technique ) derives the asteroid's shape, siderial rotation period and spin-axis direction from the observed lightcurves. Earlier work by Müller et al. (2011a) , based on a smaller sample of lightcurve observations of Ryugu, found many solutions with different shapes, spin-orientations and rotation periods, all being compatible in the χ 2 -sense with the available visual data. This analysis was followed by using the derived solutions in the context of the available thermal data. The radiometric technique could eliminate wide ranges of solutions but did not lead to a unique spin-axis orientation. We repeated this procedure, now using many more lightcurve observations and additional thermal data points. However, the almost spherical shape and the insufficient quality of some data sets made this exercise very challenging and no unique solution was found. We therefore tried a different path.
Spherical shape model
Knowing that the observed lightcurve amplitudes are small (the amplitude is approximately 0.1 mag) we simply assumed a spherical shape model with the spin-axis orientation, size, albedo and thermal inertia as free parameters. Also, instead of using the visual lightcurves first, we started by using the thermal measurements. This approach worked very well in the case of (101955) Bennu where the radiometrically established spin-axis orientation ) agreed within error bars with the radar derived value (Nolan et al. 2013) . Furthermore, in the case of the very elongated object (25143) Itokawa, a careful analysis of thermal data in combination with a spherical shape model led to realistic predictions for the orientation of the object's spin vector within approximately 10
• of the in-situ measured values .
The analysis was performed by means of a TPM code (Lagerros 1996; 1997; 1998 ). The target is described by a given size, shape, spin-state and albedo and placed at the true, epochspecific observing and illumination geometry. The TPM considers a 1-d heat conduction into the surface with the thermal inertia Γ being the critical parameter. Surface roughness is also included, described by 'f' the fraction of the surface covered by spherical crater segments and 'ρ', the r.m.s. of the surface slopes, connected to the crater width-to-depth ratio (Lagerros 1998 ). For each surface facet, the energy balance between solar insolation, reflected light and thermal emission is treated individually. The reflected light contribution is calculated by multiplying the solar irradiance with the bidirectional reflectance and the transition phase between reflected light and thermal emission is estimated using Lambert's scattering law (Lagerros 1996 and references therein). We use the H-G system (Bowell et al. 1989 ) to describe the amount of reflected light. We used H V = 19.25 ± 0.03 mag and G = 0.13 ± 0.02 which was derived from calibrated V-band observations covering a very wide phase angle range (Ishiguro et al. 2014 ). Table 7 summarises the general TPM settings for our radiometric analysis.
Using only mid-/far-IR thermal data
In the first step we used the above-mentioned thermal measurements by Herschel-PACS (Tbl. 2), Subaru-COMICS (Tbl. 4), AKARI, and Spitzer-IRS (see Müller et al. 2011a ), but we excluded the Spitzer-IRAC measurements (Tbl. 5). The IRAC measurements are taken at shorter wavelengths (3.6 and 4.5 µm) where reflected light contributions might play a role. In addition, the individual short-wavelength (absolute) thermal fluxes are dominated by the hottest areas on the surface (related to local shape features near the sub-solar point), and global shape and spin properties are less relevant.
We used a spherical shape model with approximately 100 different spin axis orientations distributed over the entire 4 π solid angle. In a first round, we used a grid of pole directions with 30
• steps, and later on we refined the steps around some of the promising pole directions (when the χ 2 -values were within 3σ of an acceptable solution). This iterative approach worked well, knowing that the surface temperature distribution on a spherical shape model changes only gradually when changing the pole direction by one step. Size, albedo and thermal inertia are the dominating object properties when trying to reproduce the observed fluxes; the roughess has only a minor influence. We started by assuming a moderate surface roughness (r.m.s.-slopes of 0.2) to lower the number of free parameters in the first iteration.
For each value of the spin axis, we solved for the effective size and geometric albedo for a wide range of thermal inertias ranging from 0 (regolith with extremely low heat conductivity) to 2500 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 (bare rock surface with very high conductivity). The results are shown in Figure 1 (top) with one curve per spin-axis orientation, each with a specific size/albedo solution as Many orientations of the spin axis can be excluded with very high probability; they simply do not allow us to explain all thermal measurements simultaneously, independent of the selected thermal inertia (and size/albedo). However there are still two remaining zones for the possible spin vector: (1) longitudes 90-130
• and a wide range of latitudes from -15
• to -70 • ; (2) longitudes 290-350
• combined with latitudes +10
• to -60
• . At the 3-σ level there is even a third small zone at an approximate longitude 160
• and latitude +30
• . The true zones are probably slightly larger considering that we assumed a spherical shape and a fixed level of surface roughness.
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Using Spitzer-IRAC averaged lightcurve measurements
Before investigating the full IRAC data set, we looked into the most crucial aspect for our spherical-shape analysis; namely the target's flux increase between 10/11th Feb. and 2nd May, 2013, the epochs when full lightcurves were taken by Spitzer-IRAC. The flux increase is related to two effects: (i) The changed observing geometry: the Spitzer-centric distance decreased from approximately 0.23 AU in Feb. 2013 to approximately 0.11 AU in May 2013 (while the heliocentric distances and phase angles were very similar); (ii) The object moved on the sky by approximately 88
• between February and May 2013, and depending on the orientation of the spin axis, the aspect angle (the angle under which the observer sees the rotation axis) was very different. The flux change between the two Spitzer lightcurve epochs is therefore very much related to the object's spin-axis orientation. Table 5 contains details of these measurements. We use the lightcurve-averaged observed fluxes to avoid shape effects in our search for the spin vector (see entries <lc1> and <lc2> in Tbl. 5). We also did not convert the observed inband fluxes into monochromatic flux densities at the reference wavelength due to unknowns in the object's SED at these short wavelengths where reflected light starts to play a role. The SED shape at wavelengths below 5 µm is, in general, very sensitive to the highest surface temperatures and this depends on unknown surface structures, roughness and possibly also on material properties.
The flux changes between the two visits are independent of all corrections. The flux ratio between the second and the first epoch is 3.58 (±0.1) in the 3.6 µm band and 3.61 (±0.05) in the 4.5 µm band. For our calculations we used a conservative average flux ratio of 3.6 ± 0.2, independent of wavelengths.
Starting out again with the spherical shape model, we determined the size, albedo and thermal inertia solution connected to the minima in the reduced-χ 2 curves, for each of the 100 spin orientations (top part of Fig. 1 ) to guarantee in each case the optimal solution with respect to our full thermal data set. Now we can predict the model fluxes and flux ratios for the two Spitzer epochs for each spin orientation (see Table 5 ). We compare the model flux ratios with the observed flux ratio of 3.6 ± 0.2 by calculating the χ 2 -values ((FD
2) 2 and the corresponding 1-, 2-, and 3-σ thresholds (see formula above). Figure 2 shows the result of this χ 2 -test on the basis of the observed IRAC flux ratio. Here again, large ranges of spin-axis orientations can be excluded because of a mismatch with the observed flux ratio. There remain, however, many possible pro-and retrograde solutions.
4.1.3. Summary spherical shape approach Fig. 1 (top) , the x-axis shows the corresponding model prediction for the IRAC flux ratio. The points below the horizontal long-dashed line show all solutions which are compatible (3σ) with the thermal data set, the vertical dashed lines indicate the observed flux ratio and the solid lines indicate the 3-σ range). There are only three solutions compatible with both constraints: (λ; β) ecl = (315
, and (330 • , -50 • ), with the first two being within both 1-σ levels. Due to coarse sampling of the 4π space and the various assumptions for the shape and surface roughness, we estimated that the true spin-vector solution must lie somewhere in the range 310
• to 335
• in ecliptic longitude and -65
• to -30
• in ecliptic latitude. Our analysis from Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 for this range of pole solutions points to a low-roughness surface (r.m.s. of surface slopes below 0.2) and thermal inertias of approximately 200-300 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 , but still with significant uncertainties in size (approximately 815-900 m) and albedo (between 0.04 and 0.06).
Using thermal and visual-wavelength photometric data together
To confirm the results obtained by the method described in the previous section, we tried another independent approach to determine the spin axis orientation of Ryugu, using both photometric data and all thermal data together in one inversion procedure. The thermal data are the ones previously published and
Article number, page 8 of 28 presented in Section 2, the visual lightcurves are presented in M.-J. Kim et al. (in preparation) together with a set of ground-based observations taken with GROND mounted on the MPI 2.2m telescope at the ESO La Silla observatory (Chile) which is described in Section 3 and in the appendix C. The method is a modification of the standard lightcurve inversion of including also a thermophysical model. Its output is a convex shape model together with all relevant geometrical and physical parameters (spin axis direction, rotation period, size, thermal inertia of the surface, albedo and surface roughness) that best fit the lightcurves and thermal fluxes. It uses the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to minimize the χ 2 difference between the data and the model by optimising the model parameters. The total χ 2 of the fit is composed of two parts
where χ 2 LC corresponds to the difference between the model and photometric data and χ 2 IR corresponds to the difference between the model and thermal data. The relative weight w of one data source with respect to the other is set such that the best-fit model gives an acceptable fit to both data sets. Formally, the optimum weight can be found with the approach proposed by Kaasalainen (2011) . Note that, overall, we use approximately 3100 data points from lightcurve measurements (Kim et al., in preparation, and appendix C) in addition to the large collection of thermal measurements (see Sect. 2), while the pole, rotation period, size, thermal inertia and shape are used as free parameters. For our calculations we used the rebinned Spitzer-IRS spectrum, 18 Subaru-COMICS measurements, 2 AKARI & 1 Herschel-PACS data points, as well as the 2 Spitzer-IRAC thermal lightcurves and the 10-epoch IRAC point-and-shoot sequence, with IRAC data always taken in two channels.
The thermo-physical part of the code is based on solving 1D heat conduction to get the temperature of each surface facet, for which the flux is computed. It is an independent implementation of the TPM code described in Sect. 4.1 based on the thermal model of Lagerros (1996; 1997; 1998) . The hemispherical albedo needed for the boundary condition at the surface is computed in each step from the parameters of the Hapke's photometric model that is also used in the photometric part. This new method has been developed byĎurech et al. (2012) and tested on asteroid (21) Lutetia, as well as on several other asteroids. We describe the method and its results in detail in a separate paper (Ďurech et al., in prep.) .
The results for Ryugu are shown in Fig 4, where the fit to the lightcurves, thermal data and the combined total χ 2 is plotted for a grid of pole directions with a 5
• step and the rotation period P = 7.6300 h. Because the model is rather flexible and the quality of the lightcurves is poor, there is no clear minimum in χ 2 that would define a unique spin direction. Moreover, even the sidereal rotation period cannot be determined unambiguosly from the current data set. There are more possible values (P = 7.6300, 7.6311, 7.6326 h, for example) that give essentially the same fit to the data and very similar χ 2 maps for the pole direction. However, some solutions with low values of χ 2 are not correct in the physical sense; the model fits the data well, but the corresponding shape is too elongated along the rotation axis, which does not agree with the assumption of a relaxed rotation around the principal axis with the maximum inertia. Because the inversion algorithm works with the Gaussian image of the body (see , the inertia tensor cannot be constrained during the shape optimisation. The alignment of rotation and principal inertia axes has to be checked afterwards and unphysical models must be rejected. For each model, we computed the moment of inertia I z corresponding to the rotation around the actual z axis and moment of inertia I 3 corresponding to the rotation along the shortest axis (minimum energy). We plot the ratio I 3 /I z for all poles in Fig. 5 . The artificial boundary of 1.1 (based on our experience with models from lightcurves) divides those solutions that are formally acceptable (I 3 /I z < 1.1) from those that are not.
Another constraint we used was related to thermal inertia Γ of our models that is shown in Fig. 6 . According to Campins et al. 2009 , thermal inertia of Ryugu is higher than 150 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 , which is also confirmed by our analysis in Section 5.2.1. Therefore, from all solutions in Fig. 4 (and also from similar maps for two other acceptable periods of 7.6311 and 7.6326 h), we selected only those that had I 3 /I z < 1.1 and Γ > 150 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 . These are shown in Fig. 7 , where the blue areas show plausible pole solutions with low total χ 2 . Still the pole direction is not well defined. Fig. 4 . The colour map of the goodness of fit for the lightcurves, thermal data and combined data for all possible orientations of the spin axis given in ecliptic coordinates (λ, β). The top panel shows the rms residuals between the model and observed lightcurves, the middle plot shows the reduced χ 2 for the thermal data and the bottom plot shows the total χ 2 (Eq. 1).
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• and β ∼ −40
• (denoted A in Fig. 7 ) are preferred because they not only provide the lowest χ 2 but are also stable against the limit of inertia ratio, the minimum value of Γ, particular value of the weight w in Eq. (1) and the resolution of the shape model. Moreover, they show no systematic trends in the distribution of residuals for the fit of thermal data and are also consistent with the results of the previous section. The formally best-fit model for period P = 7.6311 h has the pole direction (340
• , −40 • ), a volumeequivalent diameter of 853 m, a surface-equivalent diameter of 862 m, a thermal inertia of 220 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 and a very smooth surface (assuming no surface roughness in the model setup). The corresponding shape model is shown in Fig. 8 and the synthetic lightcurves produced by this model are compared with the observed lightcurves in Fig. 9 .
The other formally possible pole directions correspond to other blue 'islands' (denoted A, B, C, D, E) in Fig. 7 Table 8 ). Table 8 . Summary of possible pole solutions in ecliptic coordinates (see Fig. 7 ) from our analysis of the combined visual and thermal data set. Zone 'A' is our preferred solution because this zone is connected to the lowest χ 2 and stable against the limit of inertia ratio, the minimum value of Γ, and different resolutions of the shape model (see also Section 4.2). in combination with the extreme case of an equatorial retrograde geometry 9 helps to explain part of the phase-angle-dependent offsets seen before (in combination with a radiometrically optimised size and albedo), but overestimates the IRAC lightcurves by approximately 25% and also introduces trends with wavelengths and phase angle in the ratio plots (Fig. 10 bottom left/right). We tested the full range of thermal inertias from 0-2500 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 for smooth and rough surfaces, but it was not possible to simultaneously explain all thermal measurements with either of these two spin-axis orientations. The remaining offsets are too big to be explained by shape effects without violating the constraints from the shallow visual lightcurves. The analysis of the Campins et al. (2009) solutions in the context of our much larger data set shows that (i) the high thermal inertia of 700 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 in combination with the spin axis by Abe et al. 2008 ) is not correct; (ii) the low thermal inertia of 150 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 in combination with an extreme case of an equatorial retrograde geometry is also problematic; (iii) the thermal data include crucial information about thermal inertia and the orientation of the spin axis; (iv) a single-epoch measurement, even if covering a wide wavelength range, is not sufficient to determine the object's thermal inertia; (v) offsets and trends between measurements and model predictions are clearly connected to incorrect assumptions in the model surface temperature distribution and not due to shape effects which could possibly explain offsets of 10%, but not the huge discrepancies seen in Fig. 10 .
It is also worth taking a closer look at the three proposed solutions by Müller et al. (2011a) . Here, the authors used more complex shapes, but their thermal data were limited to a phase angle range between +20
• and +55
• and the focus of the TPM analysis was on high-roughness surfaces. We tested all three shape-spin settings against our much larger thermal data set (including the IRAC point-and-shoot measurements), and now considering much smoother surfaces with r.m.s. surface slopes below 0.4. The calculations show the following: (i) all solutions seem to point to a much smoother surface than what was assumed in Müller et al. (2011a) ; (ii) their best solution (λ, β) = (73.1
• , -62.3 • ) in ecliptic coordinates leads to a thermal inertia of 200 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 , and their solutions #2 and #3 would require lower thermal inertias below the Campins et al. limit of 150 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 ; (iii) solution #1 is close to our solutions in zone B (see Fig. 7 and Table 8 ) and explains most of the observational data within the given observational error bars. Only the PACS measurement and one of the IRAC lightcurve measurements are off by approximately 15-20%. This model also fails to explain part of the IRAC point-and-shoot sequence and produces observation-to-model flux ratios ranging from 0.78 to 1.55, some ratios even being well outside the 3-σ error bars. Interestingly, the point-and-shoot measurements in early 2013, when the phase 9 The extreme case of an equatorial retrograde geometry at the time of IRS observations and as seen from Spitzer corresponds to a spin-axis orientation of (λ, β) = (80
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• to -90 • , are nicely matched, while some of the measured fluxes in May 2013 are up to 55% higher than the corresponding model predictions. In this time period, the phase angle was in the range -90
• to -55 • and the object had its closest approach to Spitzer (≈0.11 AU). Overall, solution #1 from Müller et al. (2011a) might still be acceptable from a statistical point of view (depending on the weight of the shortwavelength IRAC data in the radiometric analysis), but the mismatch to some IRAC measurements is obvious and we exclude that solution. Yu et al. (2014) calculated a shape solution from MPC (Minor Planet Center) lightcurves, but their shape solution is not publically available. Looking at the MPC data, we doubt that a reliable shape can be reconstructed for the existing data. Also, the effective diameter of 1.13 ± 0.03 km (p V =0.042 ± 0.003) is unrealistically large. Using the Yu et al. (2014) solution (in combination with a spherical shape) produces observation-to-model flux ratios in the range 0.43 to 0.88, that is, the model predictions are far too high.
New solutions and constraints on Ryugu's properties
Thermal inertia
The χ 2 analysis in the sections 4.1 and 4.2 point towards a pole direction close to (310
• , −40 • ), but it cannot completely rule out other solutions from a statistical point of view. This can also be seen in Fig. 11 where we show χ 2 curves as a function of thermal inertia for all remaining 11 shape and spinpole solutions (Tbl. 8). The corresponding spherical shape solutions are shown as dashed lines. The most striking thing is that the lowest χ 2 values are all connected to thermal inertias of 200-300 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 . There is another group of solutions with higher χ 2 values close to our thermal-inertia boundary of 150 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 (see analysis by Campins et al. (2009) of the Spitzer-IRS data), but no acceptable solutions anymore at Itokawa-like and higher values for the thermal inertia.
Our combined thermal data set, including the IRAC measurements, constrains the thermal inertia very well: we can confirm the thermal-inertia boundary of 150 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 (see analysis by Campins et al. (2009) ) and starting at approximately 300 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 the models cannot explain the IRAC measurement sequences anymore.
Surface roughness
The statistical analysis in Section 4.2 led to a formally best solution for smooth surfaces. If we introduce roughness at a low level, we still find the best solutions connected to zone A, but now the best spin pole seems to move towards a higher longitude approaching the solution at (340
• , −40 • ). However, as soon as the r.m.s. of the surface slopes goes above 0.1 there are problems in fitting the IRAC point-and-shoot sequence, and also in fitting the two IRAC thermal lightcurves. Overall, higher levels of roughness are connected to size-albedo solutions with higher thermal inertias and vice versa. This degeneracy problem is present in most radiometric solutions (see also Rozitis & Green 2011 for a discussion on the degeneracy between roughness and thermal inertia), but here the low-roughness solutions are clearly favoured.
Size and albedo
Radiometric size and albedo constraints depend heavily on the shape-spin solution. In the central part of zone A (solution #2 in Table 8 ) we find sizes (of an equal volume sphere) of 850 to 880 m, and albedos of 0.044 to 0.050 (connected to H V = 19.25 ± 0.03 mag). Including the zone-A boundaries and considering the full thermal inertia and roughness range, as well as the corresponding shape solutions, we estimate a size range of approximately 810 to 900 m (of an equal-volume sphere) and geometric V-band albedos of approximately 0.042 to 0.055. However, all the solutions (#1 and #3 in Table 8 ) have issues with fitting part of the thermal data (see Section 5) and we restrict our size-albedo values to solution #2 in the central zone A.
Grain sizes
We use a well-established method (Gundlach & Blum 2013) to determine the grain size of the surface regolith of Ryugu. First, the thermal inertia Γ can be translated into a possible range of thermal conductivities λ with
where c is the specific heat capacity, ρ the material density, and φ the regolith volume-filling factor, which is typically unknown. This last parameter is varied between 0.6 (close to the densest packing or "random close pack (RCP)" of equal-sized particles) and 0.1 (extremely fluffy packing or "random ballistic deposition (RBD)", plausible only for small regolith particles where the van-der-Waals forces are larger than local gravity). For the calculation, we used the CM2 meteoritic sample properties from Opeil et al. (2010) , with a density ρ = 1700 kg m −3 , and a specific heat capacity of the regolith particles c = 500 J kg −1 K −1 . This leads to heat conductivities λ in the range 0.1 W K −1 m −1 (average thermal inertia combined with the highest volume-filling factor) to 0.6 W K −1 m −1 assuming the lowest filling factor (also considering the full thermal inertia range would result in a λ range of 0.04 to 1.06 W K −1 m −1 ).
We combine this information with the heat conductivity model by Gundlach & Blum (2013) , again by using properties of CM2 meteorites, to estimate possible grain sizes on the surface. First, we calculated maximum surface temperatures in the range ≈320 to 375 K, considering the derived object properties and heliocentric distances (r helio : 1.00 -1.41 AU) of our observational (thermal) data set. At the object's semi-major axis distance (a = 1.18 AU) we find a reference maximum temperature of 350 K. It is worth noting that changing the surface temperature by a few tens of degrees does not significantly affect the results. In a second step, we determine the mean free path of the photons, the Hertzian dilution factor for granular packing for the specified regolith volume-filling factors. Our estimated grain sizes are in the range 1 to 10 mm, in excellent agreement with indpendent calculations by Gundlach (priv. communications) which led to 0.7 to approximately 7 mm grain sizes. We note that our value is different than values given in Gundlach & Blum (2013) , mainly due to different assumptions for the thermal inertia. At the derived grain-size level, the heat transport on the surface is still dominated by radiation, with increasing heat conduction for lower thermal inertias.
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Reference solution
Figures 12, 13, 15, and 14 inform us on the quality of our TPM predictions and the thermal IR data, in combination with wavelengths, phase angle and time of the individual measurements. For these figures we calculated the TPM predictions for each data point using the true observing and illumination geometry as seen from the specific observatory. The TPM fluxes are used in terms of absolute times and absolute fluxes; no shifting or scaling was applied. The model has the following settings:
• shape solution with (λ, β) = (340 • , -40 • ) in ecliptic coordinates; P sid = 7.63109 h (#2 in Tbl. 8) from inversion technique using visual and thermal lightcurves and infrared photometric data points • emissivity of 0.9 This TPM solution matches the different thermal observational data sets very well over wide ranges of phase angles, times, wavelengths and rotational phases. For the IRAC data (very short thermal wavelengths at the Wien-part of the SED) there are still small residuals, but here individual shape facets and local temperature anomalies can easily change the total fluxes and significantly influence the interpretation. At longer wavelengths, that is, in the Rayleigh-Jeans part of the spectrum, these small-scale shape and temperature features are less relevant. Here, the shape of the SED is connected to the disk-averaged temperatue on the surface. The observed longwavelength fluxes are therefore crucial for the determination of the object's size.
The observation-to-model plots in Figure 12 are very sensitive to changes in thermal inertia. Smaller thermal inertias lead to • to +53
• , nor over the wide range of wavelengths from 3.55 to 70 µm. The rebinned IRS data are shown as triangles together with the absolute flux error of each individual data point. a peaked temperature distribution (close to the sub-solar point) and the corresponding disk-integrated object flux is dominated by the hottest surface temperature; at least at short wavelengths below 5 µm. Larger thermal inertias 'transport' the surface heat to the 'evening' parts of the surface which are not directly illuminated by the Sun. This redistribution leads to a slightly different shape of the spectral energy distribution since the warm regions at the evening terminator contribute noticably to the total flux. As a result, the slope in observation-to-model flux ratios changes (best visible in Fig. 10, right side) .
The difference between a warm evening side and a cold morning side is largest for large phase angles and at wavelengths close to or beyond the thermal emission peak at approximately 20 µm (see also figures and discussion in Müller 2002) . Our thermal data set has observations taken before and after opposition, covering a wide range of phase angles, but the data are very diverse in wavelength and quality. The Spitzer IRAC data are all taken before opposition (negative phase angles, leading the Sun) and, in addition, these very short wavelengths are less sensitive to the morning-evening effects. All crucial data sets (AKARI, Subaru, Herschel) for constraining the thermal inertia via beforeArticle number, page 14 of 28 Müller et al.: 162173 Ryugu: Search for the spin-axis orientation Fig. 13 . Absolutely calibrated Spitzer-IRAC point-and-shoot fluxes at 3.550 and 4.493 µm taken between 20th Jan, and 30th May, 2013 (phase angles go from -71.6
• to -88.9
• and back to -54.5
• during that period. The absolute TPM predictions (#2 n Tbl. 8) for both channels are shown as dashed lines. after-opposition asymmetries are taken either at a very limited phase angle range (AKARI-IRC, Herschel-PACS) or have substantial error bars (Subaru-COMICS, Herschel-PACS).
The most direct thermal inertia influence can be seen in the Spitzer-IRS spectrum (see Fig 10, right side) . The ratios between observed fluxes and the corresponding model prediction show a clear trend with wavelengths at low (and also at high) values of thermal inertia. The mismatch between observed and modeled fluxes is evident, and would be even larger in cases of higher thermal inertias. From a statistical point of view, both cases are still acceptable, but there are two reasons why we have higher confidence in #2 of Table 8 which is connected to a thermal inertia of around 200 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 : (1) TPM predictions with lower or higher thermal inertias produce wavelength-dependent ratios increasing or decreasing with wavelength, respectively; these trends can be attributed to unrealistic model temperature • , aspect angle: 137.8
• ) (top), and from 2nd May, 2013 (phase angle: -85.0
• , aspect angle: 129.5
• ) (bottom). The absolute TPM predictions (#2 n Tbl. 8) are shown as dashed lines. distributions on the surface; (2) For a comparison of model SED slopes with the observed IRS slope, it is more appropriate to use only the IRS measurement errors without adding an absolute calibration error. In this case, the low/high thermal inertia trends are statistically significant with many flux ratios at short and long wavelengths being outside the 3-sigma limit. However, for a realistic comparison with all other data sets we also used absolute flux errors for IRS data in Figs. 10, 12 , and 14.
Conclusions
Despite our extensive experience in reconstructing rotational and physical properties of many small bodies and the large observational data set for Ryugu, this case remains challenging. The visual lightcurves have very low amplitudes and the data quality is not sufficient to find unique shape and spin properties in a standard way by lightcurve inversion techniques.
We have collected all available data sets, published and unpublished, and obtained a large data set of new visual and thermal measurements from ground and space, including Herschel, Spitzer, and AKARI measurements, with multi-epoch, multiArticle number, page 15 of 28 A&A proofs: manuscript no. ryugu_astroph phase angle and wavelength coverage. We also re-reduced previously published data (Subaru, AKARI) with improved methods.
We combined all data and analysed them using different methods and thermophysical model codes with the goal being to determine the object's size, albedo, shape, surface, thermal and spin properties. In addition to standard (visual) lightcurve inversion techniques, we applied TPM radiometric techniques assuming spherical and more complex shapes, and also a new radiometric-inversion technique using all data simultaneously. Our results are thus summarised: This C-class asteroid has a retrograde rotation with the most likely axis orientation of (λ, β) ecl = (340
• , -40 • ), a rotation period of P sid = 7.63109 h and a very low surface roughness (r.m.s. of surface slopes < 0.1). The object's spin-axis orientation has an obliquity of 136
• with respect to Ryugu's orbital plane normal (full possible range: 114
• to 136
• ). We find a thermal inertia of the top-surface layer of 150 -300 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 , and, based on estimated heat conductivities in the range 0.1 to 0.6 W K −1 m −1 , we find grain sizes of ≈1-10 mm on the top-layer surface. We derived a radiometric size (of an equal-volume sphere) of approximately 850 to 880 m (connected to the above rotational and thermal properties). Considering also the less-likely solutions from zones B and C in Table 8 would widen the size range to approximately 810 to 905 m. The convex shape model has approximate axis ratios of a/b = 1.025 and b/c = 1.014. Some of the solutions in Table 8 have more elongated shapes with a/b rising to approximately 1.06, and b/c axis ratios ranging from 1.01 to 1.07; one of the solutions (#5 in Table 8 ) shows a more extreme b/c ratio of 1.21. Using an absolute magnitude in V-band of H V = 19.25 ± 0.03 mag we find a geometric V-band albedo of p V = 0.044-0.050. Less probably, solutions from Table 8 would result in an albedo maximum of 0.06. A radiometric analysis using a simple spherical shape points to a very similar spin-vector solution lying somewhere in the range 310
• in ecliptic latitude, connected to a low-roughness surface (r.m.s. of surface slopes below 0.2), thermal inertias of approximately 200 to 300 J m −2 s −0.5 K −1 , but still with significant uncertainties in size (approximately 815-900 m) and albedo (between 0.04 and 0.06), but in excellent agreement with our final solution. Automatic procedures using radiometric and lightcurve inversion techniques simultaneously led to a range of possible spin solutions (from the statistical point of view), grouped into five different zones (see Fig. 7) . A more careful (manual) testing of all solutions within the five zones was required to find the most likely axis orientation in the context of our large, but complex thermal data set.
Our analysis shows that thermal data can help to reconstruct an object's rotational properties, in addition to its physical and thermal characteristics. But the Ryugu case also shows that: (i) high-quality multi-aspect visual lightcurves are crucial for reconstructing shape and spin properties, and even more for cases with low-amplitude lightcurves; (ii) thermal data can help to reconstruct the spin properties, also in cases of low-amplitude lightcurve objects; (iii) there are many ways of combining visual (originating from the illuminated surface only) and thermal data (related to the warm surface areas) in a single inversion technique, and the outcome depends strongly on the quality of individual data sets and the weights given to each data set; (iv) thermal data are very important for constraining size, albedo, and thermal inertia, but one must consider the degeneracy between thermal inertia and surface roughness: often low-roughness combined with low-inertia solutions fit the data equally well as highroughness combined with high-inertia settings; (v) thermal data also carry information about the object's spin-axis orientation, Fig. 16 . Ryugu as seen from Earth on 1st July, 2018, close to the arrival time of the Hayabusa-2 mission at the asteroid (r=0.988 AU, ∆=1.903 AU, α=18.6
• ), calculated using our reference shape, spin (#2 in Tbl. 8), size, thermal solution, with the z-axis pointing in the direction of the spin axis (along the insolation/temperature colour bars). Top: Solar insolation in W/m 2 , with the sub-solar point located at the peak insolation. Bottom: The TPM-calculated temperatures (in Kelvin).
but the interpretation is not straight forward: first of all, shape features can be misleading, secondly, short-wavelength fluxes (such as the short-wavelenth Spitzer-IRAC data) are originating from the hottest terrains on the surface and global shape and spin properties have weaker influences; (vi) long-wavelength thermal data (beyond the thermal emission peak) are crucial for constraining size, albedo and thermal inertia, and they are important for reconstructing spin properties (if error bars are not too large); (vii) single-epoch thermal observations, even in cases with a full thermal emission spectrum as obtained by Spitzer-IRS, can lead to incorrect thermal inertias.
Our favoured solution (#2 in Tbl. 8) can now be used to make visual and thermal predictions for future observations. This solution is also the "design reference model" for the preparation and Article number, page 16 of 28 conduction of the Hayabusa2 mission. Figure 16 shows the thermal picture of Ryugu close to the arrival time of the Hayabusa-2 mission in July 2018. Article number, page 17 of 28 A&A proofs: manuscript no. ryugu_astroph Table 3 . AKARI-IRC observations of 162173 Ryugu: the colour-corrected flux densities FD at reference wavelengths λ c , together with the observational error (σ) and the absolute flux error (σ abs Article number, page 20 of 28 Article number, page 27 of 28 A&A proofs: manuscript no. ryugu_astroph Table C .2. GROND g , r , i magnitudes and errors of 162173 Ryugu. The zero time in the table corresponds to MJD 56088.18661 (2012-Jun-10 04:28:43 UT in the observer's reference frame) which is the mid time of the first GROND pointing (OB8_1, TDP1 Article number, page 28 of 28
